COOFANDY Men's Muscle T-Shirt Pleated Raglan Sleeve
Bodybuilding Gym Tee Short Sleeve Fashion Workout Shirts Hipster
Shirt Review-2021

SUPERIOR QUALITY MATERIAL - 95% Polyester & 5% Spandex fabric provides ultimate durability
and comfort. This shirt is light in weight and breathable which help you stay comfortable.
Wash cold
STYLISH GYM TEES - These longline muscle tees are perfect for gym wear and casual wear,
provides exceptional comfort during your workouts and is also a total head-turner! Go a size down if
you want a tighter fit.
RAGLAN PLEATED SLEEVE - These comfortable gym t-shirts combine raglan sleeves with pleats,
creating a trendy mixed effect! The pleated raglan sleeves give the illusion of a stronger upper body.
BREATHABLE & FUNCTIONAL - This muscle tee shirt is made with a lightweight and stretch fabric,
featuring raglan sleeves for full range of movement. Stay comfortable during high intensity exercise
with this gym t-shirt.
EASY TO CARE - This bodybuilding top for men is not only stylish and comfortable, but it is also
simple to wash. The easy care instructions are as follows: Machine wash cold, hang dry for best
long-term care or dry low heat.
RISK FREE GUARANTEE - We know that one of the biggest drawbacks to buying clothes online is
the fact that you can't try the product in person, which is why we absorb that risk for you. Order this
stylish workout shirt now and if you are not completely satisfied, you can send it back, no questions
asked.A muscle tee makes you stand out from the crowd!
These comfortable gym t-shirts combine raglan sleeves with pleats, creating a trendy mixed effect!
The pleated raglan sleeves give the illusion of a stronger upper body. Perfect for gym wear and
casual wear, this fashion t shirt provides exceptional comfort during your workouts and is also a total
head-turner!
This t-shirt is great for gym & casual wear, provides exceptional comfort during workout and is also a
head-turner!
Why Should You Buy It?
Made of polyester/spandex blend fabric, this fashion t-shirt is light in weight, which makes it easier
for its wearer to move.This muscle tee also has an exceptional breathability that brings a sense of
comfort to the wearer.What's more, it is also resistant to wear and tear due to its flexibility and
resilience.
Little things mean a lot. Quality is in the details.
CREW NECKLINE
This short sleeve workout muscle tee features crew neck and raglan sleeves for full range of
movement.
RAGLAN PLEATS SLEEVE
These stylish gym t-shirts combine raglan sleeves with pleats, creating a trendy mixed effect!
SUPERIOR QUALITY MATERIAL
Made with a lightweight and stretch fabric, which help you stay comfortable and dry when you
wearing on.
Please check the SIZE INFORMATION before ordering to ensure accurate fitting. Go a size down if
you want a tighter fit.
Mens Pleats Short Sleeve Muscle Tee
Mens Contrast Panel Sleeve Muscle Tee
Mens Muscle Hooded Tee with Pleats Pockets
Mens Short Sleeve Linen Shirt with Pleats Front
Fit Type
Athletic Fit
Athletic Fit
Athletic Fit
Relaxed Fit
Fabric Content
95% Polyester & 5% Spandex
95% Polyester & 5% Spandex

95% Cotton & 5% Spandex
98% Ramie & 2% Other Fiber
Occasion
Gym & Casual
Gym & Casual
Gym & Casual
Vacation & Beach & Casual Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy,
picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

